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Ripple facing legal action from the SEC. Will BTC and the rest of the market pay the price?
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Coinbase to launch IPO, with predictions of a $28 billion
valuation

ý

expectations for stablecoin issuers but
fail to clarify whether they are currencies,

New all-time high results in an uptick in activity from previously
dormant addresses

commodities, or securities
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MicroStrategy announced that it has raised $650 million worth
of convertible bonds to finance more Bitcoin purchases.
ý

ý

The average mood towards Bitcoin on crypto social
media has pivoted from slightly bearish on December 8th
to overwhelmingly bullish on December 18th.

US federal regulators set new

MoneyGram distances itself from Ripple,
says it doesn't utilize RippleNet, as several
exchanges delist the XRP token
Visit Page
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Happy Holidays
from Cointelegraph
Consulting

Market Analysis Bitcoin HODLers awaken post $20k
Bitcoin’s first break above $20k has left a massive imprint on the top coin’s onchain activity. Since entering price discovery, we’ve seen a substantial uptick
in Bitcoin’s Age Consumed, suggesting renewed activity of previously idle coins.
Other metrics seem to back this up — like BTC’s 365-day dormant circulation,
which tracks the on-chain behavior of those Bitcoin that have not changed
addresses for at least a year.
In the week between December 13 and 20, more than 146,620 BTC (~$3.3bn

at the time of writing) that fit this description moved on the blockchain, marking
its highest weekly volume since July 2019.
Long-term investors tend to execute their trades based on extensive analysis
or intimate market knowledge, which is why intense spikes in dormant Bitcoin
tend to coincide with shifts in market conditions and interim price volatility.
To that end, it’s not too surprising to see Bitcoin’s strong ebbs and flows in the
past week, as the market scrambles to establish a new equilibrium.
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Market Analysis BTC bulls on the offensive
As expected, Bitcoin’s foray into price discovery has galvanized the BTC bulls.
Based on data from 1000+ crypto social media channels, BTC-related mentions
surged on the day of the $20k breach (15,230 mentions), recording the highest
24-hour ‘volume’ since July 27th (the day BTC broke $10k).
The average mood towards Bitcoin (according to Santiment’s proprietary
algorithm) on crypto social media has also mirrored its price action, pivoting
from slightly bearish on December 8th to overwhelmingly bullish
on December 18th.
In line with Bitcoin’s social data, we’ve seen signs of increased euphoria on the
derivative market, with rising funding rates recorded on several major
exchanges, suggesting that BTC longs are (on average) paying BTC shorts.

On December 17th, BitMEX’s funding rate ‘skyrocketed’ to +0.10%, marking the
highest single-day funding rate since Bitcoin’s summer top on August 18th.
On the whole, extremely bullish sentiment is rarely a positive sign for Bitcoin
or any other cryptocurrency. Quite the opposite; a social upsurge has
typically signaled a period of ‘peak hype’, as the crowd turns increasingly and
irrationally confident about the coin’s future price potential.
And while Bitcoin’s social and derivatives data has slowly started to decline
with recent price volatility, further normalization of its relative sentiment and
funding rates in the coming days may prove important in gauging Bitcoin’s EOY
potential.

This analysis was prepared by Santiment, a market intelligence platform that provides on-chain, social media and development information on 900+
cryptocurrencies. Santiment develops tools, strategies and indicators to help users better understand crypto market behavior and identify data-driven
investment opportunities.
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Market Analysis BTC – DXY
ý

Over the last week, the 30 days moving average correlation between BTC and
DXY has significantly declined to -0.57 due to a BTC bullrun and weakening

ý

BTC continues to be a feasible hedge against USD depreciation with a steady
negative correlation between two since the beginning of summer 2020.

of USD.
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Market Analysis BTC – S&P 500
ý

The BTC-S&P 500 30 days moving average correlation has gradually increased
over the last three weeks.

ý

Both the S&P 500 and BTC have been on the rise, with the former setting
a new all-time high at 3722.
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Market Analysis BTC – Gold
ý

The BTC-gold 30 days moving average correlation has slightly increased from
-0.2 to -0.073 on Dec. 28.

ý

The BTC-gold 30 days moving average correlation has been negative for more
than three weeks and set a record low at -0.23 on Dec. 14.
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Market Analysis Price – annualized volatility
ý

In December, BTC’s annualized volatility gradually decreased in the first

ý

During the last two weeks, annualized volatility has been at its highest level

10 days, but then shot up and exceeded 70% as BTC broke through the

since the beginning of 2020, but BTC’s price has also set new all-time highs

$20,000 threshold.

several days in a row this month.
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Market Analysis BTC – ETH
ý

The BTC-ETH 30 days moving average correlation has been gradually

ý

Over the last two weeks, ETH has been even more volatile than BTC. and

increasing since the end of Nov., because ETH joined the bullrun set

almost reached $660 on Dec. 17 before falling to $583 on Dec. 23 and hitting

up by BTC.

$738 on Monday, Dec. 28.
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Market Analysis Price – trading volume
ý

On Dec. 17, when the BTC price skyrocketed to over $22,800 from $21,300,
trading volume exceeded $71 billion for the second time in history.

ý

After hitting $71 billion, trading volume decreased to $30 billion and
$40 billion for several days before reaching $66 billion on Dec. 27, when BTC
soared to its new all-time high at over $28,000.
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Institutional Activity

World-first Ether ETF debuts
in Canada… With a trading halt
The world’s first
Ether-based fund
(TSX:QETH.U) was
listed on the Toronto Stock Exchange
on December 17th
at $10.80 per share.
DEC 11, 2020

Visit Page

MicroStrategy completes
$650 million bond sale to finance
next Bitcoin purchase

Swiss crypto bank Sygnum
tokenizes shares and prepares for
public offering

UK investment manager shifts
allocation to Bitcoin from gold
in ‘defensive move’

MicroStrategy announced that it has
raised $650 million
worth of convertible bonds to finance more Bitcoin
purchases. The company had sold $650 million
worth of convertible senior notes with semi-annual payments at a rate of 0.750% due in 2025
and subsequently purchased 29,646 BTC, an average of around $21,925 per coin.

Sygnum, a major
cryptocurrency bank
in Switzerland, has
successfully tokenized its shares
on a blockchain
in preparation for its upcoming public sale.

Ruffer Investment
Company Limited,
an investment manager with shares listed on the London
Stock Exchange, has
added Bitcoin to its Multi-Strategies Fund,
primarily as a defensive move against the “continued devaluation” of fiat money. The fund now
holds roughly 2.5% of its assets in Bitcoin.

DEC 11, 2020

DEC 14, 2020

Visit Page

DEC 15, 2020

Visit Page

Italian Banca Generali to debut
crypto services next year

The Coinbase IPO is coming,
according to SEC filing

Scaramucci’s SkyBridge files with
SEC to launch Bitcoin fund

Italian Banca Generali has entered a
corporate and commercial partnership
with Conio — a fintech company providing traditional financial institutions with solutions for managing digital assets including wallets
and custody in order to provide “service with
Conio as a wallet.”

Coinbase sent its
draft registration
for a public offering to the Securities
and Exchange Commission. The company has reportedly chosen Goldman Sachs to lead
its upcoming IPO.

Multi-billion-dollar
hedge fund SkyBridge Capital has
submitted a formal
application with the
United States securities regulator to launch a new Bitcoin fund. The
minimum position from any individual investor
will be $50,000.

DEC 15, 2020

Visit Page

DEC 17, 2020

Visit Page

Visit Page

DEC 21, 2020

Visit Page
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Venture Capital and M&A Activity

Japanese financial giant SBI
acquires crypto trading firm B2C2
Investor: SBI
Business scope: Financial services
Headquarter: Japan

Stellar expands reach in Latin
America with $3M investment
in Settle Network

PayPal crypto partner Paxos closes
$142M funding round

Investor: Stellar Development Foundation

Capital

Business scope: Non-profit organization

Investor: Multiple, including PayPal and Mithril

Investor: Block.one, Polychain Capital,
Temasek, Coinbase Ventures, Uncorrelated

Funded company: Paxos

Acquired company: B2C2

Funded company: Settle Network

Business scope: Stablecoin operator

Business scope: Cryptocurrency trading

Business scope: Payments

Headquarter: US

Headquarter: UK

Headquarter: Argentina

Announcement date: December 16th, 2020

Announcement date: December 17th, 2020

Funding amount: Undisclosed
DEC 16, 2020

Visit Page

Funding amount: ~$3 mln.
DEC 17, 2020

Visit Page

Ventures, Jump Capital, Mehta Ventures
Funded company: CoinDCX

Announcement date: December 17th, 2020
Funding amount: $142 mln.

DEC 17, 2020

Indian crypto exchange CoinDCX
raises $14M in its third round
in 2020

Visit Page

Business scope: Crypto exchange
Headquarter: India

DEC 22, 2020

Visit Page

Cointelegraph Consulting
Cointelegraph Consulting offers bespoke research on digital assets and distributed ledger technology. Our services range from phone calls with clients when they have a question,
educational seminars for companies via online conferencing, and in-depth written reports on a wide range of topics. Our team consists of seasoned blockchain technologists that have
a passion for providing un-biased buy-side research. To schedule a free 30-minute consultation with Cointelegraph Consulting, respond to this email.
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Legislation
North America

SEC unveils suit against Ripple,
calling XRP a '$1.3B unregistered
securities offering'
The SEC has
taken legal action
again s t R ipp le .
The commission
is alleging that
t h e X R P to ke n
is classified as a security and is accusing Ripple
and its two executives of raising more than
$1.3 billion through an “unregistered, ongoing
digital asset securities offering” to investors
beginning in 2013.
Visit Page
DEC 22, 2020

SEC scuppers ShipChain's $27M ICO
and fines the firm its last $2M

SEC lands $700K victory in another
ICO court case

Per a cease and desist order, the SEC
has determined that
ShipChain violated securities laws
during the 2017 ICO
for SHIP Tokens. ShipChain agreed to cease operations and pay a $2.05 million penalty.

The case of Blockvest 2018 ICO has received its final orders
with the founder
obliged to pay almost
$700,000 in fines.
The SEC’s rationale for permanent injunction
claims Blockvest founder Reginald Buddy Ringgold III misrepresented that the initial coin offering was ‘registered’ with and ‘approved’ by the
SEC and used the SEC’s logo.

DEC 22, 2020

Visit Page

DEC 11, 2020

Take a look at LabCFTC's latest
primer on digital assets

US Treasury to hire crypto policy
officers to combat industry crimes

LabCFTC, the fintech-focused office of
the Commodity Futures Trading Commission, has published a new intro
to digital assets called "Digital Assets Primer"
that includes basic definitions and overviews
of digital asset markets, as well as a breakdown
of the role of the CFTC and other regulators in
establishing rules for these markets.

T h e U. S . Tr e a sury’s bureau, Financial Crimes Enforcement Network, has
posted two job applications for crypto policy officers. The two full-time and permanent positions target experts specializing
in crypto-related finance threats and risk in order
to assist in the development of policy responses
to security challenges.

DEC 17, 2020

Visit Page

DEC 18, 2020

Visit Page

Trading app Robinhood settles SEC
charges for $65 million
Robinhood has settled a suit from the
Securities and Exchange Commission
by agreeing to pay
$65 million. The
firm's initial pitch as a commission-free platform
allowed the firm to hide similar costs in the form
of higher execution prices on user orders, thus
deceiving customers.
DEC 17, 2020

Visit Page

Visit Page

It's here: Treasury proposes rule
to monitor crypto going to selfhosted wallets

DJ Khaled and Floyd Mayweather
promoted his 2017 ICO; Now,
he faces a year behind bars

The Treasury's Financial Crimes Enforcement Network
announced proposed
rules requiring registered crypto exchanges to verify the identity of their customers if a counterparty uses an unhosted
or otherwise covered wallet and the transaction
is greater than $3,000.

A Manhattan court
has sentenced the
operator of the
fraudulent crypto investment firm Centra Tech to a year
and a day in prison. Farkas' scheme included
lies about Centra Tech's licensing as a money
services business in 38 states and featured
promotion from celebrities.

DEC 18, 2020

Visit Page

DEC 15, 2020

Visit Page
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Legislation
Europe, the Middle East and Africa

Russian officials must disclose their crypto
holdings by June 2021

UK FCA establishes temporary crypto registration
regime due to backlog

Russian President Vladimir Putin has
signed a decree obliging Russian
officials to disclose their crypto
investments by June 30, 2021. Officials are required to disclose data
such as the name of the digital asset,
the date of acquisition, the total amount of held assets, etc.

The UK’s Financial Conduct Authority
has issued temporary registrations
to crypto-asset companies that
have already submitted applications
but not yet been processed thus allowing them to continue trading
for an extended period until July 9, 2021, following the initial
registration deadline of Jan. 10, 2021.

DEC 11, 2020

Visit Page

Germany legalizes digitized securities
German government passed a new
law that will end the requirement
to have a paper certificate for the
sale of a security. The Finance Ministry called the shift to all-electronic
securities a component of its broader
blockchain strategy.
DEC 16, 2020

DEC 16, 2020

Visit Page

Visit Page

Bitgrail's founder contributed to $150M loss,
Italian authorities allege
Italian authorities have found Bitgrail’s founder Francesco Firano responsible for fraudulent activity
related to the 2018 hack of the
platform that resulted in the loss
of $150 million. Allegedly, Firano kept
the platform intact for months despite having identified
a security breach involving Nano cryptocurrency.
DEC 21, 2020

Visit Page
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Enterprise Blockchain Adoption
Financial Services

Supply Chain

Other Industries

WordPress adds official Ethereum ad plugin

Everledger and Glasgow Uni team
up to fight counterfeit Scotch Whisky

WEF tests tracking carbon emissions with
blockchain technology

The University of Glasgow
is joining forces with supply
chain company Everledger to tackle counterfeiting
within the whisky industry.
Using radiocarbon dating and
access to rare whisky samples, University has developed
a method to determine the age of all types of vintage
whiskies, accurate to within a couple of years.

The World Economic Forum
Mining and Metals Blockchain
Initiative, or MMBI, has released a proof-of-concept
to trace carbon emissions
for mining and metals firms.
The platform is using blockchain to track carbon emissions,
ensuring traceability of emissions from the mine to the
final product.

A new crypto plugin will
allow WordPress publishers to receive ad earnings
directly into their Ethereum wallets. Called “EthereumAds,” the plugin will
enable content publishers to auction advertisement
space for ETH using smart contracts and can be used
on multiple content types like websites, blogs, and billboards.
DEC 11, 2020

Visit Page

DEC 18, 2020

Visit Page

DEC 15, 2020

Visit Page

Russia’s second-largest bank, VTB, pilots
bank guarantees on blockchain
VTB has piloted a new
blockchain-based system
to issue bank guarantees
by providing a bank guarantee to the country’s mobile
cellular network provider,
MTS. The system is titled Masterchain and is an Ethereum-based blockchain prototype backed by the Russian
central bank.
DEC 21, 2020

Visit Page
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Do you have questions about digital
assets and enterprise blockchain?
Contact Cointelegraph Consulting for a Free Consultation

consulting@cointelegraph.com

Join Cointelegraph Consulting on Twitter

Join Cointelegraph Consulting on LinkedIn

